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Spence and Solomon (1995), in What can a woman do with a camera? articulated 
the need “to make visible our everyday life: surroundings, work, politics, interests, and 
institutional contexts” (p. 12). Joanne Kilgour Dowdy -- not the woman behind the 
camera, but rather in front of the camera -- has successfully made visible her 
surroundings, work, and institutional contexts in her new book, In the Public Eye. This 
156 page limited edition, with well over 40 photographs and memorabilia spanning the 
career of Dr. Dowdy, encapsulates her professional life.  
In this photo autobiography, we see the long journey taken by this Caribbean-born 
academic; traveling from Trinidad, via Boston Conservatory of Dance and Music, the 
Julliard School, and Columbia University, to now Professor of Adolescent/Adult Literacy 
at Kent State University in Ohio. In the introduction by Jeremy Taylor, the reader is 
provided a narrative sketch of Joanne Kilgour Dowdy‟s life, from Trinidad-born, 
“precocious dancer and actress” (p. ix) making her stage debut at age 10, to an actress 
who “personified an urge toward independence, freedom, and identity” (p. x); her journey 
from professional actor and dancer to “drama director to associate professor to full 
professor; from performer to respected authority” (p. xi). Taylor, describing Dowdy‟s 
previous autobiographical work, the stage performance Between Me and the Lord, 
observed that the motive in that solo drama was “to challenge audiences to respond, 
identify, reassess, see human problems with new eyes; to shake minds and hearts out of 
familiar, entrenched patterns” (p. xii). In the Public Eye does this and more.  
Through a series of photos from productions, TV series, rehearsals, and posed 
shots, Kilgour Dowdy guides the reader, the „audience,‟ through the chronology of her 
life „in the public eye,‟ from her first moment on the stage as a child in 1968, to her 2009 
honor as the recipient of the American Educational Research Association‟s Outstanding 
Book Award for her book PhD Stories: Conversations with My Sisters. Yet, as one tours 
this colorful, rich, and moving collection, the reader might pause to consider that 
“photographs, which can display many views and variant versions of the same person, 
simply supply a visual metaphor for the divided and multiple („decentered‟) self” (Rugg, 
1997, p. 1).  
In Picturing Ourselves, Rugg observed that photographs both „prove‟ our 
existence and demonstrate the impossibility of framing our multiple and fragmented 
lives. In the Public Eye has catalogued photos of one person, unified through this 
autobiographical collection, while simultaneously representing a fragmented and multiple 
self. We witness the author‟s transformation from child actress to accomplished 
professional. Through photography, we see the formation of self-image, a socially 
constructed and constituted self, “manipulable and manipulative” (Rugg, p. 1).  
The photos are fortified with captions on the facing page – some taken from past 
performance reviews and newspaper articles that include the New York Times, Trinidad 
Guardian, Weekend Magazine (Trinidad), and college newspapers; while others are 
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authored by Kilgour Dowdy to convey what she was thinking at the moment the 
photograph was taken, and her feelings now as she recalls the memory. Dowdy‟s voice, 
as she narrates the images, shifts from descriptive to reflective, and consistently honors 
the contributions and inspiration of others; while some images are left to speak for 
themselves. For instance, pp. 34-5, a photo from the set of “Who the C.A.P. Fits” stands 
alone, with no narrative or further description. Then, on the next two- page spread (pp. 
36-7), Dowdy tells the reader that for her performance in the national dance festival, “I 
had to be sexy and provocative” – a point quite evident by the image!  
Overall, Kilgour Dowdy‟s narrative ease and informality create a feeling that one 
is sitting side-by-side Joanne, on a couch flipping through an album, and hearing her 
thoughts as we view each photo. The interweaving of images with „objective‟ references 
to news media sources and personal commentary from Joanne offer multiple voices and 
perspectives on Kilgour Dowdy‟s journey. Yet, I am aware of my own interpretations as 
a reader; of what I am bringing to the text; the moments I am considering the possibilities 
of other ways of seeing and knowing an experience. According to psychologist Abigail 
Stewart, a fundamental strategy for studying women‟s lives is to “look for what‟s been 
left out.” This collection is of Joanne Kilgour Dowdy‟s public life; images of a single 
body in different public poses. Dowdy is both the subject of the photography and the 
author of its compilation; she has „staged‟ in this photo autobiography her public self. 
The act of self-representation is an ongoing negotiation of interpretive authority of one‟s 
life – pictures taken of Joanne, are now used by Joanne to write an account of one‟s life 
that circulates back into the public a text open for interpretation.   
Further, photographs are representative of ideological constructs regarding race, 
gender, and class (Rugg, 1997). In this way, In the Public Eye is not only about Kilgour 
Dowdy, but also about identity and social context; evidence of how a person is „always 
already‟ situated in a socio-political context.  By example, “The good little girl” (pp. 16-
7) is not only a starting place for the book chronologically, but it is also a point from 
which the reader can start to critically reflect on what does it mean to be a good girl in 
Trinidad in the 1960s, as much as in the U.S. today; and how are race, national origin, 
social class, and other dimensions of identity intertwined with assumptions about and 
performances of gender. As noted by Wang (1999), images teach: “The visual image 
provides a site of learning... Images contribute to how we see ourselves, how we define 
and relate to the world, and what we perceive as significant or different. The lesson an 
image teaches does not reside in its physical structure but rather in how people interpret 
the image in question” (p. 186). Thus, through the photo autobiography, In the Public 
Eye, Kilgour Dowdy chronicles a life, while also providing a social text from which we 
can learn.  
In the Public Eye is an important collection, as an autobiography of the 40-year 
life journey of a woman of color who grows from a privileged child in Trinidad, to fame 
as a young thespian in her homeland, struggles as a black immigrant in the United States, 
and through her integration of disparate experiences into her current accomplishments as 
a teacher and scholar. Yet, it is exactly this story, and its organization as a photo 
autobiography, that signals its interdisciplinary strength: its value methodologically to 
explore the ways we story our lives; its resonance across cultural contexts; its inspiration 
for using the arts to educate; and its power to evoke reflection about what it means to be a 
woman of color in society and across cultural boundaries.  
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